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You hear the word logistics a lot these days. �e word is so common 
you even hear it in TV commercials. Based on the way it’s most 
commonly used, it sounds like logistics is all about shipping.
Getting products where they need to be on time is a part of
logistics, but it goes much deeper than that.

Logistics is the process of getting the people, processes and parts
your organization needs to the right places at the right times.
When logistics is working well, your business is more e�cient.

�ese savings come in three major areas.
E�ective logistics allows you to:

1. Minimize your inventory –When you know your products will arrive 
on time, you can keep just the amount you actually need on hand.
2. Keep your sta� working –When your sta� must wait for raw 
materials to arrive, you end up paying them for doing no work.
3. Balance your productivity and/or sales –When your production is 
greater than your sales or organization needs, you end up with excess 
products you must sell at a discount or take a loss on.

EFFECTIVE LOGISTICS MAKES YOUR 
ORGANIZATION RUN BETTER.



LOGISTICS IS ABOUT INFORMATION
Making logistics work requires managing information e�ectively. Years ago, paper records were the standard for 
managing information. �e technology was simple; all you needed were a few maps and timetables along with 
some �ling cabinets, paper clips and pencils. One common technique was to spread a map out on the table and 
represent your shipments with physical pieces, just as if you were playing a board game. �ough it may seem 
comical, logistics is not unlike a game of chess. Just as computers have advanced to the point where they can easily 
defeat even the best human chess players, technology has revolutionized logistics as well. If you want to be 
successful as a logistics professional, technology will be an integral part of your job.



Do you know where your vehicles are? GPS-based �eet tracking systems 
let you monitor and manage your �eet in real time from any 
internet-connected device. With this kind of power in your pocket, you 
will always know where your materials are, where they are going and 
when they will arrive. When tra�c or bad weather delays a shipment, 
you can dynamically shift your personnel to other tasks. It is also easy to 
examine your routes for potential ine�ciencies. E�ective �eet tracking 
is a key part of logistics.

1FLEET TRACKING

5 ESSENTIAL TECHNOLOGIES
THERE ARE HUNDREDS OF SOFTWARE PACKAGES, HARDWARE 
PLATFORMS AND TYPES OF TECHNOLOGY YOU COULD APPLY TO 
LOGISTICS. HERE ARE FIVE ESSENTIAL TECHNOLOGIES THAT ARE 
CRUCIAL TO TODAY'S LOGISTICS PROFESSIONALS:

FUEL USAGE OVERTIME PRODUCTIVITY

BEFORE AFTER

DRIVERS USING THE TELETRAC FLEET MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE HAVE 
CUT FUEL USAGE BY UP TO 30%, REDUCED DRIVER OVERTIME 

BY 15% AND INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY BY UP TO 12%.
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99%
WHEN CHALLENGED WITH A CHANGING PRODUCT MIX 
AND EXPANSION INTO NEW MARKETS, CVS CAREMARK 
TURNED TO RYDER DEDICATED FOR HELP.  NOT ONLY DID 
RYDER STRATEGICALLY LOCATE DISTRIBUTION CENTERS 
FOR CVS, BUT THEY IMPROVED ON-TIME DELIVERY 
RATES TO 99.1%, REDUCED TRANSPORT COSTS, 
AND ACCELERATED DELIVERIES.

THE PEOPLENET 
CONNECTEDDRIVER APP GIVES 
DRIVERS REMOTE ACCESS TO THE 
INFORMATION THEY NEED:  
IMPORTANT DISPATCH UPDATES, 
MESSAGES FROM THE OFFICE, 
AND HOURLY TOTALS ON THEIR 
MOBILE DEVICES.  NOW THEIR 
CLIENTS, SUCH AS SHELL, DOW, 
DUPONT, P&G, UNILEVER AND 
MORE, CAN BENEFIT FROM THESE 
IMPROVED PROCESSES.

™



2DRONE TECHNOLOGY

Amazon is pouring millions of dollars into developing unmanned 
delivery platforms. Google and many other companies are pioneering 
self-driving vehicles. So far, Google vehicles have driven more than 1.5 
million miles with no serious accidents. Even now, small drones are 
being used to deliver medical supplies in remote areas of Africa and Asia. 
Automated vehicle technology is advancing at breakneck speed.
�e only thing delaying the technology in the United States is 
regulation. It is di�cult to imagine a future where these technologies
are not relevant.

3-D printing is set to potentially revolutionize manufacturing. Complex 
items that once required extensive labor to produce can be created in a 
single operation by a machine that sits on a desk. Imagine the typical 
way products are made from metal or plastic today. Parts must be milled 
or cast, then assembled by hand. A 3-D printer builds all of the pieces 
required in place, so no assembly is necessary. A 3-D printer can 
perform this operation without supervision and have items ready for 
your workers in the morning. 3-D printing is making rapid prototyping 
practical today. In the future, this technology is set to make 
mass-customization an accessible reality.

33-D PRINTING / ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING

Mattel already 
mass-produces 3-D-printed 
Barbies and Hot Wheels.  
3-D printing technology is 
now making it logistically 
easier to produce custom 
products per customer.

Andrew Schmahl, the U.S. 
vice president of PwC 
Strategy, notes that a 
normal car has about 
30,000 parts, whereas a 
3-D-printed car has roughly 
50.  Think of the impact
of taking those parts out
of the supply chain!

In perhaps the most logistically 
challenged industry of all, space 
travel will bene�t immensely from 
3-D printing. With printers on board 
spacecraft, engineers on Earth can 
design tools and replacement parts 
and send the �les directly to the 
printers in space for astronauts 
to use.



How do you arrange the products in your warehouses? Do you use First 
In First Out, Last In First Out or some other standard technique? Either 
of these methods will work, but there may be a more e�cient 
arrangement. By using a computer-based algorithm to arrange your 
warehouse, you can maximize your productivity by using your space in 
the most e�cient way and minimizing the time it takes to retrieve 
items.

4WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION

5RFID (RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION) TAGS

RFID tags are the modern equivalent to barcodes printed on paper 
stickers. Just as with a barcode, there is virtually no limit to the type of 
information these small, inexpensive tags can store. Whether 
it's origin/destination information, special storage/transportation 
requirements or some other information, RFID tags are more reliable 
than paper barcodes. RFID tags can be scanned from a few feet away, 
and unlike paper stickers, they are immune to ink smudges that can 
make a barcode unreadable.

STARTUPS IN LOGISTICS ARE BUILDING TECH PLATFORMS TO 
MAKE LOGISTICS COMPANIES COMPETE FOR YOUR BUSINESS 

(PRICE), TRACK YOUR SHIPMENT IN REAL TIME AND AUTO-
MATE THE ENTIRE PROCESS, FROM INQUIRY TILL PAYMENT.

– BHAVIK CHINAI, CEO
VAMASHIP 



�e importance of logistics can hardly be overstated. �ese are just a few 
of the technologies that are crucial to e�cient logistics. Today’s 
businesses need people who understand the logistics technologies of 
today and tomorrow. If you want to succeed in this exciting, potentially 
lucrative �eld, you need a background and education that will let you 
hit the ground running. 

WE CAN HELP YOU PREPARE FOR A CAREER IN THIS FIELD

LEARN MORE HERE

http://www.fit.edu/

